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INTRODUCTION 
As land use becomes more intensive and competition between land 
uses increases, the need to obtain optimum yield from each acre of land 
also increases. Small farm woodlot owners, limited by land area, need 
to use their land to obtain the greatest possible return from eaeh acre. 
This leads to considerable interest in all resource potential of these 
lands. Dae to the small size of many of these areas, the prime interest 
is in the timber and forage potential of these holdings, although recre­
ation areas for picnics and overnight camping and wildlife potential 
are always possible. At presfflit, many larger landowners, as well as 
various public agencies, are joining the smaller woodlot owners and are 
becoming more interested in the total production potential of their 
lands. 
One of the first problems confronted is determining the potential 
value of these iands for both timber and forage production. Only after 
an understanding of the land's potential productivity for these two 
factors can decisions on management to yield greatest total land pro­
ductivity and in turn economic returns be achieved. The relationship 
of canopy cover to herbage and forage production, as well as to timber 
production, is of utmost importance In understanding the land's produc­
tion potential. 
The object of this study was to measure the pounds per acre of 
herbage and forage being produced under four Pinus ponderosa canopy 
classes (0-10 per cent, 11-30 per cent, 31-^0 per cent, and ^1-70 per 
-1-
-2-
cent). At the same time for each canopy class, a check was made on 
tree basal area, number of tree seedlings per acre, periodic annual 
increment of the trees in inches, and cubic foot production of wood per 
acre. Additional information concerning soil temperature, soil moisture, 
ground cover (litter, rock, bare soil, and vegetation), and tree seed 
production under these canopies was also collected. With this combina­
tion, it was hoped to obtain data on the total productivity of the 
forest range of the study area for both timber and herbage, a better 
ecological understanding of such areas, and possible management implica­
tions revealed by the data for areas of similar soil and environmental 
characteristics. 
RE7IEW OF LITERATURE 
Relationship of Overstory to Herbage 
ProdaGtion, A rnimber of studies have been conducted to observe 
the relationship of tree canopy and understory herbage productionj all 
generally indicate that herbage production decreases as tree canopy 
increases. 
Arnold (191^0), in a study conducted on ponderosa pine (Pinus 
ponderosa Laws«) bunchgrass range in northern Arizona, found herbaceous 
densities to decline under increasing amounts of pine canopy. Grass 
yield under 10 per cent canopy was about five and one-half times as 
great as the yield under 100 per cent canopyo 
In immature ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa Lawso) stands of the 
Black Hills in South Dakota and northeastern ^d^oming, Pase and Hurd 
(1957) found that understory vegetation increased as pine basal area 
decreased. Grasses were found to produce 13 pounds per acre under 
dense pine stands and 1,330 pounds on clear-cut areas, while under sim­
ilar conditions, forbs increased from 2 to 210 pounds and shrubs from 
7 to 117 pounds per acreo Total herbage production and per cent crown 
cover showed essentially the same relationshipo 
Pase (19^8) reported like results in the study of herbage produc­
tion and composition under immature ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa 
Laws.) in the Black Hills. Observations showed readily that dense pine 
stands have little or no understory vegetation, but open stands have 
varying amounts of grasses, forbs, and shrubs. A 70 per cent pine 
-3" 
erown eover was founo to produee 3h pounds of air-dry herbage per acre 
while a 53 per cent crown cover produced 265 pounds of herbage per acreo 
Another i^O per cent crown cover was producing 225 pounds of herbage 
(170 pounds grasses, 25 pounds forbs, and 30 pounds shrubs) per aereo 
Total herbage ranged from itO pounds per acre, air-dry, under the 70 per 
sent crown canopy, to 2,160 pounds on clear-cut areas. Grasses, forbs, 
iiid shrubs were producing 1,730, 305» and 125 pounds per acre, air-dry, 
compared with only 25, 5> and 10 pounds under dense unthinned stands, 
respectively. 
In a study conducted in north-central Washington, McConnell and 
Smith (1965) observed understory vegetation yields to be greater on 
thinned rather than unthinned areas. When ponderosa pine (Pinus ponder-
osa Laws.) canopy exceeded lt5 per cent, forbs would produce more than 
grasses, while below hS per cent canopy, grasses coUild be expected to 
out produce forbs. Similar results were reported by Pearson (I96it) 
coneeraing findings in a study conducted in ponderosa pine stands in 
Arizona. 
Young (1965) reported tree overstory in a mixed coiiifer forest in 
Wallowa Mountain Foothills in Washington to be negatively associated 
with herbage production. Overstory cover was found to account for more 
of the variation in herbage yield than either basal area or stems per 
acre. 
Studies indicate that herbage production tends to decrease under 
other species of trees as well as under ponderosa pine. Arnold and 
Schroeder (1955) observed an area in the pinyon-j\iniper type of east-
central Arizona. Here juniper was controlled and it was found that 
herbage yields were inversely related to the number of trees on the area 
studied. Yields were much greater on areas with up to 200 trees per 
aere and less as the number of trees increased above 2^0 to 800 trees 
per aere. Another Arizona study conducted by Arnold, Jameson, and Reid 
(196lt) found pinyon and juniper canopy increases also resulted in a de­
crease of grasses and forbs. 
Qeneral findings from studies in the southern pine regions are 
little different from those already presented., Gaines, Campbell, and 
Brasington (I95ii) observed forage production on longleaf pine (Pinus 
palustris Mill») lands of southern Alabamao They reported that average 
herbage production decreased rapidly from about 1,000 pounds per acre 
at zero basal area to about 700 pounds per acre at itO square feet of 
basal area« When basal area rose above l^O square feet, herbage produc­
tion decreased less rapidly and reached a low of about pounds per 
acre at 110 square feet of basal area per acre. 
In the coastal plain shortleaf amd loblolly pine (Pinus echinata 
Mill, and Pinus taeda Lc) hardwood forests of Texas, Halls and Schuster 
(1965) found that both grass and total herbage decreased with increases 
in tree ©over. This relationship was found to be curvilinear, with a 
correlation coefficient for the relationship of r = -olQo 
Ehrenreieh (I960) found that under shortleaf pine (Pinus echinata 
Mill.) stands total herbage yields increased four to five times as 
basal area was decreased from 130 square feet to 70 square feet per 
acre. 
Halls (1953) found tree density to have an effect in forage im­
provement work with white clover (Trifolium repens Lo), carpetgrass 
(Axonopus affinis Chase), and Dallisgrass (Paspalmn dilatatmm Poire) in 
the longleaf-slash pine tjpe iu Louisiana. With an increase of tree 
density, elover stands gradimlly lessened, iintil only poor stands oe-
emrred where eanopy was moderately dense and tree basal area exceeded 
'jO square feet per acre. Much the same result was observed for earpet= 
rass and Dallisgrass except for the more aggressiveness of carpetgrass^ 
Similar results were reported by Halls and Suman (I95it) when forage 
stands and productivity in Louisiana decreased proportionally as tree 
basal area and canopy increased^ 
Studies in the longleaf and slash pine (Pinus palustris Millo and 
Pinus elllottii Engelin«) forest of Georgia were carried out by Halls 
(1955)» He reported that normal grass production of 1,000 pounds per 
acre (oven-dry) on open forest ranges declined consistently as overhead 
canopy increased from 5 to 35 per cent (tree basal area of 92 square 
feet per acre), but tended to level off under more dense canopies above 
35 per cent. Smith, Campbell, and Blount (1955) observed similar de­
creases in herbage as canopy increased in a study on longleaf pine 
forest areas in southern Mississippi. They calculated maximum average 
grass yields for three years to be 850, Ii50, and 1^00 pounds of air-dry 
grass per acre in open, moderate, and dense stands, respectively. 
The relationship of broad leaf canopy and herbage production is 
similar to that relationship previously described. Grass production 
was studied by Gassady (1952) on areas where scrub oak (Quercus iliei-
folia Wangenh.) was controlled in a pine plantation in central Louisi­
ana, He found that in three years, on the treated area, production 
increased from 702i to 1,886 pounds per acre while on the untreated area 
-7-
production increased only from ^77 to 892 poimds per acre,, He added 
that the increase on the untreated plots may have resulted from edge 
effects as the treated and untreated plots were in a continuous line» 
Pond (1961) studied production of weeping lovegrass (Eragrpstis 
curvula {[Schrado^. Nees.) under changes of shrub line oak (Quereus tur-
'.-.•Inella Greene) erown cover in Arizona. He found that basal cover and 
production of the grass tended to be inversely proportional to the 
amount of oak cover» Koshi (I9?ii) found similar results when studying 
forage production increases under thinned oak woodland in Texas <, 
Ehrenreich (1959) also found that a reduction of hardwood overstory 
in Missouri from 90-95 per cent to 20-30 per cent resulted in a five 
or six fold increase in herbage production. 
As a result of hardwood timber stand improvement in the Missouri 
Ozarks, Baskett, Dunkeson, and Martin (1957) observed increases in 
abundance of all classes of forage. At the end of the five year study 
period, the frequency of browse was found to be 30 per cent greater in 
released than in unreleased strips» Grasses and sedges increased by 
72 per cent and forbs by 35 pei" cent after treatment. The results 
could have been affected by severe drought during the study period. 
In another study of timber harvest in the hardwood forests of Missouri, 
Martin, Dunkeson, and Baskett (1955) found that openings which were 
created by the harvest increased forage production as much as 1^0 times 
that found under more dense timber stands. On all areas observed, the 
frequency of forage plants was inversely related to crown cover. 
In the Mississippi Ozarks, Ehrenreich and Crosby (i960) found that 
cleared areas in the hardwood type produced more than 1,700 pounds of 
-8-
oven-dry herbage per acre while dense stands (80 per cent or more crown 
cover) produced only 2^0 pounds per acre. Grasses accounted for most 
of the increase in total herbage production as the amount of crown cover 
decreased. The increase in grass production was small per unit reduc­
tion in crown cover from 80 to 50 per cent, but with additional decreases 
from 50 per cent crown cover there were relatively large increases in 
grass production. Forb production increases with decreases in crown 
cover were small and constant for all canopy covers. Read (1951) found 
similar results in upland hardwood stands in the Arkansas Ozarks. Here 
321 pounds of herbage per acre were produced under good hardwood stands 
on north and east exposures and it90 pounds per acre under poor hardwood 
stands on the south and west exposures. Even though aspects changed 
from more moist to drier, herbage production increased as canopy cover 
decreased. 
Ellison and Houston (1958) foimd that less vegetation was produced 
in openings, as a rale, than beneath the canopy of aspen (Populus tremu-
loides Mich.) in ©aatral Utah. They studied this pattern trying to 
determine the cause. They found that plots in the openings were much 
more productive than similar plots under aspen. They concluded that 
the reverse pattern they had observed was due to the heavier use the 
openings received together with the more adverse microclimatic effects 
associated with heavy grazing. 
Nutrient value. There has been some work done on the nutrient 
content of forage that is grown under various densities of overstory 
cover. Most of these studies have reported that nutrient content of 
-9-
the forage is not related to the density of the overstory cover bat raaeh 
work is still needed in this field. 
Pearson (196Ii) in a study of forage under ponderosa pine (Pinus 
to density of timber. 
On the McNeill Experimental Forest in Pearl River County, Missis­
sippi, Smith, Campbell, and Blount (19^5) reported nutrient values of 
forage in longleaf pine (Pinus palustris Mill.) forests to be highest 
in early leaf stage of growth. Again nutrient contents were found to 
be about the same for all degrees of timber stocking. Campbell ̂  
(l9?Ii) also found no significant difference between nutrients in green 
grass in open range or under more dense tree cover. 
On central Louisiana pine forest range, Campbell ̂  (1951j.) 
found most grasses to contain adequate crude protein for livestock (9 
per cent or more, moisture free) only in the young leaf stage. The 
broad leaf herbs, at the stage when they were being grazed, along with 
browse plants with green leaves, were found to have enough protein. 
A close correlation between crude protein and per cent moisture 
was observed by Campbell and Cassady (1951*) with a correlation coef­
ficient for the relationship being calculated as 0.66, 
Another investigation of protein in herbage was made by Young 
(1965) in a mixed conifer forest in eastern Oregon. He found no sig­
nificant difference between crude protein yields of vegetation on 
logged, having less overstory, and unlogged areas, with greater over­
story densities. 
Laws.) overstory, found forage digestibility was not related 
-10-
Calclmm appeared to be adequate for livestock (0.20 per cent or 
more) in all species sampled by Campbell et al« (1951i) on Louisiana 
pine range, while phosphorus was found to be lacking in quantities 
needed for livestock (O0I8 per cent or more) even in the young grass 
plants where it was present in highest amounts. 
Utilization. The use of forest areas in the Pacific Northwest and 
northern Rocky Mountains for grazing was pointed out by Reid (I9I4.7) and 
Morris (191^7). Work has been done on utilization patterns on forest 
ranges in the past and generally indicates an inverse relationship be­
tween utilization and canopy cover. As canopy cover increases, utiliza­
tion by livestock decreases. 
Pickford and Reid (I9I48) studied utilization of both non-timbered 
and timbered ranges on the Whitman National Forest, southeast of Pen­
dleton, Oregon. Here they found cattle used the untimbered range 
steadily throughout the summer grazing season, while on timbered ranges 
the heaviest use occurred during the first half of the grazing season. 
In the ponderosa pine-bunchgrass type, 58 per cent of the forage eaten 
was grass. Idaho fescue (Festuea idahoensis Elmer.), elk sedge (Carex 
geyeri Boott.), prairie Junegrass (Koeleria cristata tL"! Pers.), and 
bluebunch wheatgrass (Agropyron spicatum [pursh.J Scribn. and Snith) 
were the most used species. On the pinegrass and elk sedge areas, 73 
per cent of tV» forage used was grass and grasslike plants. Here elk 
sedge and pinegrass were the most important species. 
Another study on forage utilization of pine ranges in eastern 
Oregon was conducted by Harris (1951i)o He found that cattle showed no 
greater preference for forage under open stands of pine over that forage 
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found under mixed forest stands. He also reported that eattle grazed 
grassland more intensely than timbered areas. Similar results were re­
ported by Smith (1967) eoneeming utilization on ponderosa pine-buneh-
grass in Colorado. Here, too, abandoned fields and grasslands were 
grazed most, while open timber range was grazed less, and dense timber 
stands were scarcely grazed. 
Reynolds (1962, 1966a, 1966b) studied deer, elk, and cattle use 
patterns in forest areas of the Southwest. He found cattle used open­
ings, especially large openings, in the forest areas much more readily 
than either elk or deer. Deer were the most reluctant to use openings 
and preferred the clearings and forest areas about equallyo Elk liked 
openings, as long as they were not large, and also made good use of 
adjoining forest border areas. In a study in eastern Oregon on a 
mixed conifer area, Young (196^) found the per cent non use to be 
positively related to the amount of overstory crown present. 
Broad leaf tree density also resulted in a decrease of use. In 
a study of vegetation in openings and under aspen (Populus trewuloides 
Mich.) in Utah, Ellison and Houston (19^8) found utilization by live­
stock to be heavier in the openings rather than under aspen, Koshi 
(l951i) found similar results in a study on an oak woodland area in 
Texaso He observed that utilization of the principal forage plants 
by livestock was inversely related to the degree of thinning or canopy 
removal an area received. 
Relationship of Overstoir Canopy to Tree Reproduction and Growth 
Basal area. In the review of literature little was found concern­
ing the relationship, if any, between tree density measurements in per 
-12-
cent eanopy cover and square feet of basal area per acre. One study 
(MeCullay, 19?3) found estimates of growing space released by hard­
woods were related to basal area. Basal area and the per cent shade 
of residual hardwoods were found related. By knowing basal area in 
square feet per acre an estimate of per cent shade of the residual 
hardwoods could be obtained. This study was conducted on a emt-over 
loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) and hardwood area in ¥irginia. 
Reproductiono Few studies were found in the literature dealing 
with the response tree reproduction may have to overstory eanopy. Most 
studies tend to deal with the factors of regeneration smch as light, 
temperature, moisture, seed supply, and competition directly. 
Pearson (1923) named the following factors affecting ponderosa 
pine (Pinus ponderosa Laws») reproduction in the Southwest? "(l) Seed 
supply, (2) climate, (3) soil, (U) herbaceous vegetation, (5) cutting, 
(6) brush disposal, (7) grazing, (8) miscellaneous enemies including 
fire, insects, and rodents." 
In studies in the Southwest and the Blaek Hills, Pearson and Marsh 
(1935) found poaderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa Laws.) seedlings d© not 
thrive under heavy crown canopy, but added that most mature uncut pine 
stands are open enough to support advanced reproduction. Hall (1963) 
added to this information from a study on the effects old growth pon­
derosa pine (Pinus ponderosa Laws.) had on seedling survival in Cali­
fornia. He observed that as advance growth stocking (20 inches in 
dob.h^ or less) increased from 11-1^9 square feet of basal area per 
acre, seedling mortality increased from to 32 per cento A comparable 
increase in the stocking of seed trees over 20 inches dob.h. did not 
-13-
inerease mortalitjo In another California study, Gorbett (1962) re­
ported that ponderosa pine reproduction was related to the seed produced 
and found that reproduction increased as seed produced by various den­
sities of trees increasedc 
Boyer (1963) observed that longleaf pine (Pinus palmstris Mill.) 
overstory density had no effect on seedling survival in the Southeast. 
Under overstories ranging up to 90 square feet of basal area per acre, 
seedlings survived and remained healthy. Growth of seedlings, however, 
was found to be suppressed by light overstories. Growth increase, but 
not survival, was directly related to distance from the parent trees. 
When there is good moisture, it was found by Wang (1965) that best 
height growth of yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis Britton) seedlings 
was under moderate canopy density (29-^0 per cent). Godman and Kreft-
ing (i960) observed similar results in a study in upper Michigano Wang 
(1965) found that yellow birch germinated equally well under all condi­
tions studied, includtag differences in crown densities. 
Growthc Little information was found in the literature concerning 
tree growth under various canopy percentages. Most information avail­
able on tree growth comes from thinning studies which use basal area 
per acre, number of stems per acre, or spacing measurements as am index 
of tree density. 
Thinning is a fairly well established silvicultural practice today. 
Smith (1962) states, "Cuttings made in immature stands in order to 
stimulate growth of the trees that remain and to increase the total 
yield of useful material from the stand are termed thinnings." He also 
points out that the fundamental objectives of thinning are to redistribute 
-llt-
the growth potential of the stand to optimum advantage and to utilize 
all the merchantable material produced by the stand during rotation. 
Gaines and Kotok (1954) reported an increase in diameter of crop 
trees in lighter stands as compared to the diameter growth of trees in 
heavier ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa Laws.) stands in the Southwest^ 
BOB and Taekle (1956) found similar results in a cutting study in 
Montana ponderosa pine. Here lower reserve volume had larger per cent 
growth increases over a period of 20 years than did larger volume re­
serves. 
Stage (1958) reported that ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa Lawso), 
in a study in western Montana, showed marked increases in diameter 
growth on thinned areas. Net and gross cubic foot increments averaged 
more in thinned than unthinned stands. Dominant and codominant trees 
were found to increase in height growth by 19 to JL per cent following 
thinning. Ifyers (1958) had similar results in ponderosa pine in the 
Black Hills. Diameter growth increased with intensity of thinning. He 
reported that height growth, basal area increase, and pulpwood volume 
were larger on thinned than on unthinned areas. 
In a Washington study, Lemmon and Schumacher (1962a) used ponderosa 
pine (Pinus ponderosa Laws.) overstory density as a measure of stand 
density along with basal area per acre. They found overstory density, 
as measured by the spherical densiometer (Lemmon, 1956), to be signifi­
cantly correlated with periodic volume and diameter growth. For final 
use they dropped this variable in favor of basal area, which contributed 
more strongly to growth predictions. 
Barrett (1965) fomnd tree spaeing to be an important factor influ­
encing diameter and height growth of suppressed ponderosa pine (Pinus 
ponderosa Laws.) saplings in central Oregon. In another study in 
Oregon (1963), he found that thinned ponderosa pine trees grew 0.165 
inch a year as compared with 0.08? inch per year for unreleased trees. 
This means that diameter increment in thinned stands was twice that of 
comparable trees in unthinned stands for a six year period. In this 
study he found height growth not significantly affected by thinning 
during the same six years of obserration. On the other hand, Tolume 
increment on thinned plots averaged 50.7 cubic feet per acre per year 
as compared with an average 33.5 cubic feet per acre per year on ipi-
thinned plots. 
Brinkman, Rogers, and Gingrich (1965), in a pine-oak area in 
Missouri, found best overall growth and yield was obtained from stands 
of shortleaf pine (Pinus echinata Mill.) thinned to a basal area of 70 
square feet per acre. In another study of thinning in a shortleaf pine 
plantation in southern Indiana, Williams (1959) reported diameter growth 
to be best on plots thinned to 80 square feet of basal area per acre, 
but that basal area growth was slightly greater on unthinned plots. 
?olume growth was also best on the unthinned plots. 
Garvell (1966) reported that a reduction in stems per acre in Vir­
ginia pine (Pinus virginiana Mill.) stands in Infest Virginia, increased 
diameter growth. Here densities of 600 to 630 trees per acTe were found 
to produce best increment growth. 
DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA 
Location 
The study was conducted within the Ninemile Ranger District of the 
Lolo National Forest, which is approximately 35 miles west of Missoula, 
Montana. The plots of the study area are in one of the old Forest 
Service remount pastures of Township 16 North, Range 23 West, Southeast 
one-fourth (SE^) of the Southeast one-fourth (SE^) of Section 26, Prin­
cipal Meridian, Montana (see Figures 1 and 2)o 
The study area lies on a south to southwest aspect with an eleva­
tion of approximately 3,200 feet. Maximum elevation change over the 
area is approximately 50 feet, resulting in gently undulating topography 
of zero to 5 per cent with a few short slopes as steep as 20 per cent 
(see Figure 2). The lower bench area where the study is located is 
surrounded by mountain ranges of higher elevations ranging from 6,000 
to 8,000 feet. 
Vegetation Description 
Vegetation on the study location can be easily divided into an 
overstoiy and an understory (see Figure 3 for study area's general ap­
pearance). 
The overstory was made up of conifers with a composition of approx­
imately 80 per cent ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa),^ 1^ per cent 
Scientific and common names for plants presented in this thesis 
are given in Appendix A. The plant names are according to Booth and 
Wright, 1962 (forbs and shrubs); Booth, 19^0 (sedges); Hitchcock and 
Chase, 19^0 (grasses); and Harlow and Harrar, 1958 (trees). 
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Figure 1. liap of the Missoula area in western Montana showing 
the general location of the study area. 
Figure 2. Map of the study area showing general characteristics 
and location of selected canopy points where data were 
collected. 
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Figure 3. View showing general appearance of study 
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Douglas-fir fPseudotsuga menziesil), and 5 per cent lodgepole pine 
(Pinus ©ontorta). There were also scattered western larch (Larix 
oeetdentalis) present on the area. This overstory vegetation consti­
tuted an all aged, open stand of timber with an average age of 26 
years» 
Understory vegetation consisted of shrubs, forbs, sedges, and 
grasses. Average groiand cover by this herbage was about 21 per cent 
and total ground cover, when moss and lichens were considered, was 
near h9 per cento The most abtindant species on the area were Oregon 
grape (Berberis repens), dogbane (Apocynutn androsaetnifoliura), spiraea 
(Spiraea betulifolia), lupine (Lupinus sericeus), Virginiana straw­
berry (Fragaria virginiana), western serviceberry (Amelanchier alni-
folia), and elk sedge (Carex geyeri). 
Climate 
The climate of the study area can only be approximated from the 
closest recording weather station information as recorded at Alberton, 
Montana (UoS» Weather Bureau, 19^9-67), which is about 12 miles south 
of the study area. Figures should be very comparable as to the tem­
perature and precipitation received at the study area since both loca­
tions are in close proximity to each other and are located in a large 
inland moxsntain mass. 
Weather data have been recorded at Alberton for about eight years 
and constitute the averages to which yearly weather information may be 
compared. Monthly average precipitation and temperature for both the 
long term period and the year of 1967, as recorded at Alberton, are 
graphically presented in Figure Table 1 gives the monthly distribution 
-21 
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Figure 4. Gomparison of 1959-66 average find 1967 precipitation 
(inchcs) and tenperature (ne-irest \vliole degree Fahr­
enheit) recorded at Alberton, Montana. 
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Table 1. Climatological data recorded at Alberton, Montana, and Nine-
mile Ranger Station. 
Recorded at Alberton, Montana^? 
Temp. Avg. Ppt. Avgo 
Date 1967 Temp. Departure 1967 Ppto Departure 
Jan. 31.8^ 23.0̂  8.8^ 2.11 lo79 Oo32^ 
Feb. 35.? 30.8 li.7 1.06 l.ii9 =0,lt3 
Mar. 3?.0 35.5 -o„5 2.59 lo28 1.31 
Apr,, 1̂ 1.6 li5oi -3.5 145 1.77 -0„32 
May 51.1 52.2 -Icl I M  1<,66 -0„20 
Jim. 60.5 60„5 0.0 itoll lo97 2.1k 
Jmlo 59.8M 67.5 -7.7 0o20 0.95 -0.75 
Augo 70o3 65cl 5.2 O0I6 loli5 -lo29 
Sep. 63. OM 56.0 7o0 Oo81t 1.56 =0o72 
Oct. li5.2 ii6.6 ~l.k It.Oli 1.90 2„lli 
Nov. 3it.7M 3li.2 0.5 lo52 1„88 -0.36 
Dec. 2ho3 26.1|. -2„1 1.67 io51i 0.13 
Recorded at Ninemile Ranger Station, Fire Weather Data, 1967^s 
Avgo Avgo 
Maxo Mln. Avg. Ppt. Ppt. Ppt. 
Date Temp. Temp. Temp. 1967 1966 1965 
May 66.5* 31.8* il9.2^ 1.81^ 0.80^ 1.13 
Jun. 76.2 U.5 5808 2.35 2.I46 2,59 
Jul. 91.5 it3cU 61.h 0o26 0.9ii 2.67 
Aug^. 95.7 h3.h 69.6 0.00 iM 2.71 
Sep\ - 95.8 38.7 67.2 0.66 0,30 2.31 
^ Temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit 
Precipitation in inches 
M Average based on less than every day of the month 
So Department of Commerce, Weather Bureau, 1959-67, Montana 
Climatological Datao Alberton Recording Station, elevation 3070 feet, 
Mineral Goiinty, Montana» 
2 
U„ So Forest Service, Nixiemile Ranger Stationo 1967. Fire 
Weather Data, elevation 315^1 feet, Missomla County, Montana. 
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of aTerage temperature and precipitation and the monthly readings for 
196?, as well as the departure of the 1967 data from the average for the 
Alberton recording station^ Included in Table 1 are fire weather data 
recorded at the Ninemile Ranger Station, approximately five miles south­
east of the study area (U„So Weather Bureau file)o 
The mean annual temperature at Alberton is ii5.2 degrees Fahrenheit 
with an average annual precipitation of 19.2k inches. The Alberton 
area is free from frost for approximately 95 successive days annually 
although frost is possible in any month of the year. Snow accumulation 
for Alberton is generally light and the same situation has been observed 
on the study area for the past two winters. Weather information during 
the study period suggests that climate should be of minor influence on 
the study results. 
Soil 
The soil of the study area was classified by McConnell, Stevens, 
and Janssen (i960) as Youraame stony and cobbly loam, belonging to the 
Gray Wooded Group, Figure 5 is a picture of the rocky surface charac­
teristic of this soil (23 per cent rock) which aided in determining the 
presence ©f this soil type. They reported the parent materials of the 
soil as stony, cobbly, and gravelly glacial drift deposits with varying 
amounts of fine materials of mixed mineral components. These soils are 
intermediately developed with mqderate weathering occurring. The soil 
was further described as relatively fertile, slightly acid, having a 
good water storage potential, low in erosion hazard, with good perme­
ability and infiltration characteristics. Table 2 gives a profile 
Figure 5° An example of the stony surface characteristic of 
the soil found on the study area. 
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deseription including bmlk density at three to six inches, texture, and 
pH of the study area soils.. 
The past history of the study area is quite well documented in 
United States Forest Service records at the Ninemile Ranger Station 
from 1920 to present, 
Di the 1920's, the study area was heavily logged by the Anaconda 
Copper Mining Company. Later, in 1937, it was acquired by the Forest 
Service through land exchange with the Anaconda Copper Mining Company, 
Grazing has been the primary use of the land since its acquisition 
by the Forest Service. From 1938-195ilj the area was grazed by horsesj 
however, no record on season of use or stocking rate is available for 
this periodo From 1955-1961, the 2,260 acres, of which the study area 
is a part, were grazed by an average of lii8 horses and mules per year 
during the late fall and winter, October l5th through January Ist. 
The past grazing history appears to have resulted in a good herbage 
condition and high vigor of the plants present. 
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Table 2o Soil profile description of Youmame stony 
and cobbly loam foond on the study areac 
Soil Profiles Youmame Stony and Cobbly Loam 
01 1-0" Litter 
ft2l 0-6" Brown (lOYR 5/3) silty clay loam sand, 32^ silt, 
clay) I dark brown (lOYR li/3j..moist; weak meditun 
subangular blocky structure; friable, slightly sticky, 
slightly plastic; noncalcareous; pH 5.8; fine roots 
abundant. Gradual boundary. Bulk density, 0.70 g/ml. 
A22 6-10" Brown (lOYR 5/3) silty clay loam sand, 37^ silt, 
9% clay); dark brown (lOYR 1^/3) moist; weak medium 
subangular blocky structure; friable, slightly sticky, 
slightly plastic; noncalcareous; pH fine roots 
abundant. Clear irregular boundary. 
Be lO-lli" Very pale brown (lOYR 7/3) very fine sandy loam {$3% 
sand, 3h.% silt, 13/S clay); brown (lOYR 5/3) moist; 
massive; hard, slightly sticky, slightly plastic; 
noncalcareous; pH 5.1^; large and fine roots abundant^ 
Clear irregular boundary. 
Bt li|.-l8" Very pale brown (lOYR 7/3) sandy loam (57^ sand, yi% 
silt, 1.2% clay); pale brown (lOYR 6/3) moist; moderate 
subangular blocky; hard, slightly sticky, slightly 
plastic; noncalcareous; pH 5o3; fine roots scattered, 
large roots abundant. Abrupt clear boundary.. 
01 18-1^6" Very pale brown (lOYR 7/3) sandy loam (83^ sand, 13^ 
silt, k% clay); pale brown (lOYR 6/3) moist; granular; 
slightly sticky, slightly plastic; noncalcareous; pH 
5.6; large and fine root^ scattered. Abrupt boundaryc 
C2 Ii6-ij.8" Very pale brown (lOYR 7/3) sandy loam; pale brown 
(lOYR 6/3) moist; hard; slightly sticky, slightly 
plastic; noncalcareous; large and fine roots scat­
tered. 
METHODS AND PROGEDURES 
Field data were eolleeted during the summer of 1967 eonceming 
tree basal area, herbage production, tree reproduction, and tree growth, 
to ascertain their relationship to changes in tree canopy cover. Along 
with the above information, data were collected on soil temperature, 
soil moisture, seed production of the trees, and ground cover under the 
various canopy levels. 
Field Procedure 
Canopy class determination. Since the factors to be studied could 
be influenced by soil tjrpe changes, a single soil type was chosen upon 
which canopy points would be located. In this case the Youmame stony 
and cobbly loam soil tsrpe was used. The selection of this soil type 
was based on several factors. First, the stony surface characteristic 
of this soil made it possible to delineate the soil tsrpe and help insure 
placement of plots on the correct soil., Second, this is an important 
soil type, with large areas of the Ninemile drainage exhibiting its 
characteristics. Third, the soil type was found in the Forest Service 
pasture which is grazed only in the fall, making a production study 
easy to conduct without the need of exclosures to protect the year's 
production. 
In early spring before the herbage on the study area had begun 
extensive growth, canopy points were selected. Two factors were used 
as a basis for the selection of these points. The points had to lie 
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on the Youraame stony and cobbly loam soil and fall into one of the 
desired eanopy ®lasses. Selection of canopy points was used because 
the area chosen for this study was limited; therefore, the selection of 
canopy points on the criteria outlined above resulted in more efficient 
use of the area and time. Canopy points with a canopy cover per cent 
greater than 70 were limited and not enough of these points could be 
located to permit sampling under these higher canopy covers» 
At each of the selected canopy points, per cent canopy was esti­
mated with a spherical densiometer (Lemmon, 1956)« Four readings, one 
to the north, the east, the south, and the west, were averaged, result­
ing in a canopy per cent at each canopy point. The above procedure 
continued until 65 canopy points had been selected so that 15 canopy 
points were in each of the first three canopy classes (0-10 per cent, 
11-30 per cent, and 31-50 per cent) and 20 canopy points were in the 
fourth canopy class (51-70 per cent). These canopy class groupings 
were used because it was felt the 0-10 per cent class was more easily 
estimated than the higher canopy covers, therefore needing a smaller 
range of canopy per cents than the other groups. At each of the 65 
selected canopy points, data were collected on tree basal area, herbage 
production, tree reproduction, and tree growth. 
Tree basal area. The first factor measured at each of the selected 
canopy points was tree basal area in square feet per acre. Measurements 
were made with the spiegel-relaskop. Tree basal area was measured be­
cause it is part of the variable plot cruising method, an index of 
timber stocking, and could help relate this study to studies in the 
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literatiare where herbage production was studied under changes of tree 
basal area per acre. 
Herbage production measurements» Herbage (all grasses, sedges, 
shrubs, and forbs) production data were collected on four l|o8 square 
foot plots at each canopy points These plots were triangular in shape 
with the base of the triangle being 2o5 feet long, the legs i|,oO feet 
long, and the height 3o8 feet. The plots were randomly placed around 
each selected can©p^-p_Qint. Figure 6 shows the board which was mounted 
on a camera tripod and was used in the field to place the production 
plotso The board was placed at the selected canopy point and oriented 
toward Magnetic North. A number from a table of random numbers (Fisher 
and Yates, 1938) was used to pick a radial between 1 and 360 degrees. 
This radial gave the position from Ifegnetie North of the first side of 
the first It.8 square foot clip plot. The first plot was followed by 
three other plots systematically placed 36 degrees apart. Figure 7 
shows the pattern in which the production plots were placed on the 
ground around the selected points. Figure 8 is a picture of the board 
and herbage production plot set up. The vegetation on these plots was 
clipped by species. Each sample was then air-dried for ten days and , 
weighed. This gave the air=dry weight in grams of herbage produced 
per plot by species and total. Grams per 1^.8 square foot plot are 
readily converted to pounds per acre by multiplying by 20. Data gath­
ered from the four production plots were averaged and this production 
figure was recorded as one sample at that selected canopy point. The 
same procedure was followed at each of the 65 selected canopy points 
to get herbage production. 
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1.* 
* Plot nianbers 
• - center of board placed over selected canopy point 
A, The first side of the first plot which \vas placed on 
any randanly selected radial between 1 - 360 degrees 
from Magnetic North. Remaining plots followed 
systematically. 
B« Compass used to orient board toward Magnetic North. 
C. adjustable plate 
Figure 6» Diagram of the sample board used in the field to randoialy 
place herbage production and tree reproduction plots 
around each selected canopy point. 
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Plot //2 
• - selectsii canopy point 
X cnuals uny r^ndorily selected nulial between 1 and 
360 de:i;rees. 
Fiojure 7, Tlie distribution of herbage production plots 
at each selected canopy point. 
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Flgure 80 Picture of sample board and production plot 
located in the field at each selected canopy 
pointo 
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Tree reproduction measurements. Tree reproduction (seedlings lio? 
feet and under) data were collected on five .001 acre plots at each 
canopy point. These plots were randomly placed around each selected 
canopy point as explained for the herbage production plots. After 
random placement of the first plot, four systematically placed plots 
followed. Figure 9 shows what the placement of the tree reproduction 
plots was like projected on the ground. These plots had a radius of 
11.78 feet and continued for an are of 36 degrees. The number of tree 
seedlings on each plot was tallied by species and totaled, and this 
total per plot times 1,000 conveniently gives seedlings per acre. The 
data collected on the five plots were averaged and recorded as one 
sample. Similar procedure was used at the other selected canopy points 
to obtain tree reproduction data. 
Tree giwth measurements. At each of the 65 selected canopy 
points, all trees included in the basal area per acre calculations at 
that canopy point were measured for growth data. Approximate tree age 
was determined by increment borings at diameter breast height. Incre­
ment for the past ten years and the current year's growth were also 
determined from increment borings and measured to the nearest „01 of 
an inch with a number 50 engineer's scale. Diameters were measured at 
diameter breast height with a diameter tape to the nearest .01 of an 
inch. Bark thickness was measured at three points around each tree at 
diameter breast height with a bark gauge and averaged. This averaged 
number was recorded as the single bark thickness for the tree. 
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MN 
• - selected canopy point 
X equals any randomly selected radial between 1 and 360 decrees. 
Figure 9. Hie pattern of the tree reproduction plots projected 
on tlie ground at each selected canopy point. 
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Tree height was measured to the nearest foot with a spiegel-
relaskop at a known distance from the tree (100 or 50 feet, depending 
on the height of the tree being measured). This year's terminal growth 
for each tree was estimated to the nearest two inches and later ex­
pressed in feet. 
Additional data on soil temperature, soil moisture, ground coVer 
(rock, soil, litter, and vegetation), and tree seed production occur­
ring under various canopy covers, were collected in all four canopy 
classes. These data could possibly be of value by revealing sources 
of variation in the data, if any, observed in the above factors as 
canopy density increased. 
Soil temperature. Three selected canopy points in each canopy 
class were randomly chosen to be the location of soil temperature data 
collection. The randomly selected canopy points were numbers 23, 38, 
and itO in the 0-10 per cent class; lit, 33> and it8 in the 11-30 per cent 
elass; 9, h3, and in the 31-50 per cent class; and 11, 36, and 56 
in the final canopy class. Soil maximum-minimum thermometers (Palmer 
Instruments, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio) were used to record the soil tem­
perature at a depth of three inches at each sample point. Time and 
equipment were not available to sample temperatures throughout the 
soil profile; therefore, the above depth was used so all temperature 
measurements would be taken at the same position, making them comparable 
between canopy classes. The thermometers were read between 1:00-2jOO 
PoMo, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday of each week from June 16 through 
September 15, 1967. For each day the three readings in each canopy 
class of maximum temperature and minimum temperature were averaged 
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givlng one maxitmim and one minimum temperature reading for each canopy 
class. 
Soil moisture. Five of the canopy points were randomly chosen 
within each canopy class to be the location where soil moisture data 
were collected. The points used were numbers 19, 21, 2^, 38, and 39 in 
the first canopy class; lii, 20, 22, ii6, and hi in the 11-30 per cent 
canopy class; U, 7, 10, 29, and k3 in the 31-?0 per cent canopy class; 
and 11, 51, $5, 56, and 57 in the final class. At each of these points, 
soil samples were taken at a depth of four to six inches in June, July, 
August, and September. Time was limited and would not permit sampling 
soil moisture throughout the soil profile so the above depth was used 
to make moisture values comparable between canopy classes. This depth 
is an important moisture level for shallow rooted species. All 20 soil 
moisture samples were taken on the same day to keep the moisture values 
as comparable as possible. Samples were weighed wet, oven dried (105 
degrees centigrade for 2k hours), and the per cent moisture of each 
sample calculated. The five moisture values for each canopy were 
averaged giving one moisture per cent for each day data were collected. 
Ground cover. The per cent of the ground covered by rock, litter, 
bare soil, vegetation, and moss and lichens was estimated on one square 
foot plots. These plots were located in each herbage production plot 
before the herbage was clipped. The one square foot plot was placed in 
the triangular production plot at the location where one side would fit 
between the legs of the triangle (see Figure 8). 
Since there were four production plots, four ground coverage plots 
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were estimated at each selected canopy point. The per cent of rock, 
litter, bare soil, vegetation, and moss and lichens for the four plots 
was averaged giving one value of the above factors at each selected 
canopy point. 
Seed production. On the 21st of August, 1967, seed traps were 
placed at two randomly selected points in each canopy class. The canopy 
points selected were numbers 31 and 39 is the 0-10 per cent canopy class, 
22 and 1^6 in the second canopy class, 29 and iil in the 31-50 per cent 
class, and 53 and 57 in the fourth canopy class. These traps were a 
box type, 3li.5 inches wide, li5.5 inches long, and 5.0 inches deep. They 
had fine screen on the bottom and f-inch screen on the top and were 
rodent proof. These traps remained in the field until October 1, 1967. 
At this time the traps were collected and the number of seeds counted 
and weighed. Each gram of seed in the traps represented 8.8 potinds of 
seed per acre and each individual seed represented li,000 seeds per acre. 
The grams and number of seeds in the two traps per canopy were averaged 
giving one value of pounds of seed produced per acre and number of seeds 
produced per acre for each canopy class. 
Laboratory Procedure 
Tree canopy and basal area. Obsei*vation of the data on per cent 
canopy cover and square feet of basal area per acre revealed close 
similarities. To farther cheek this relationship, a correlation coef­
ficient was calculated. To obtain a random sample of the canopy points, 
12 points in each class were randomly chosen. Using these 12 points, 
the mean per cent canopy and mean basal area per acre were calculated 
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for each canopy class. A correlation coefficient for the relationship 
between per cent canopy and basal area means for the canopy classes was 
calculated. To determine the effect the averaging of per cent canopy 
and basal area had on the coefficient, another coefficient based on 
individual canopy points without averaging them by canopy class was also 
calculated. 
Herbage production measurements. Daring analysis, the production 
data of total herbage, its component parts of forbs, shrubs, and grass 
and grasslike plants, and forage^ for each of the selected canopy points 
were averaged by canopy class. For each mean, the standard deviation, 
coefficient of variation, standard error of the mean, and confidence 
limits were calculated. A T test, as explained by Bertram Husch (I963), 
was used to compare the total herbage and forage means of the four can­
opy classes to determine if a significant difference existed between 
them. For all statistical tests, the null hypothesis was tested at the 
5 per cent probability level. The computation of the confidence limits 
for each mean was also at the $ per cent probability level. 
To make sure the canopy class grouping Hid not affect the trae 
relationship of herbage and forage production and canopy increase, a 
simple correlation regression analysis was used on the individual canopy 
points without averaging or placement into canopy classes. 
Since production was determined by individual species, it was 
possible to calculate the species composition of the total forage and 
^Forage, as used in this study, means the total herbage production 
of species considered potentially valuable as livestock feed. 
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herbage production. No further analysis of individual species was car­
ried out due to the lack of sufficient data. 
Tree reproduction measurements. Analysis of tree reproduction data 
was similar to that of herbage production. The number of trees per acre 
for each selected canopy point was again averaged by canopy class. A 
standard deviation, coefficient of variation, standard error of the mean, 
and confidence limits for each mean were calculated. Again the T test, 
as described for herbage production data, was used to determine if a 
significant difference existed between the four canopy class means. 
Because the seedling count was done on a species basis in the field, 
composition by species was computed. No further analysis was conducted 
on a species basis because of insufficient data. 
Tree growth measurements. From tree growth data collected in the 
field, two principal measurements of growth by canopy class were com­
puted. 
The first growth measurement was periodic annual increment based 
on the last ten year period. Two-thirds of all the trees measured in 
each canopy class were randomly selected. The periodic increment for 
these trees was averaged by canopy class giving a mean increment for 
each class. Statistics were used, as previously explained, to establish 
confidence limits for the means, as well as check for significant dif­
ferences between means. 
The second tree growth measurement was the cubic foot increase of 
wood per acre produced in each of the four canopy classes for 1967. 
Twelve selected canopy points from each canopy class, the same points 
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msed for caleulating the mean basal area and canopy cover, were randomly 
ehoseno These points were used to estimate the current year's produc­
tion of wood. The variable plot cruising method, as described by J. R. 
Dilworth (1961i), was used to obtain cubic foot increase per acre for 
each tree at the 12 points. The cubic foot increment for all trees at 
each point was determined giving a growth rate in cubic feet per acre 
for each point. These values were then averaged to get a mean cubic 
foot increase per acre for each of the canopy classes studied. Statis­
tics were again applied to the data as previously explained. 
Since the information on soil temperature, soil moisture, ground 
cover, and tree seed production was limited, no further analysis was 
made than computation of the mean value for each of the factors by 
canopy class. To help interpret the meaning of the soil moisture data, 
the permanent wilt percentage for soil samples from the study area was 
determined (Richards, 1956). 
RESULTS 
Tree ganopy and basal area. When 12 of the canopy points^ from 
each of the canopy classes were used to calculate the mean per cent 
canopy cover and square feet of basal area per acre, the following 
information was obtained. A mean canopy cover of 6 per cent, with a 
corresponding mean basal area of 7 square feet per acre, was found for 
plot points in the 0-10 per cent canopy class. The 11-30 per cent 
canopy class had an average of 21 per cent canopy cover and 19 square 
feet of basal area, while the 31-^0 per cent class had a mean Ul per 
cent canopy with a corresponding 38 square feet of basal area. A 57 
per cent canopy cover and 60 square feet of basal area were observed 
in the ^1-70 per cent canopy class. The canopy classes will be termed 
first, second, third, and fourth, respectively, in following discussion. 
The similarities between canopy cover and basal area are easily 
seen in the graphic presentation of this information in Figure 10. A 
correlation coefficient for this relationship was calculated and found 
to be .99. When the individual canopy points instead of canopy class 
means were used to evaluate the relationship between per cent canopy 
and square feet of basal area, a correlation coeffillient of -,87 was 
obtained. 
^For all data concerning the 65 selected canopy points and the 12 
randomly chosen points see Appendix B and C, respectively. 
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Figure 10, Mean per cent canopy cover and square feet of basal 
area to the nearest lyhole number for each of tiie 
four canopy classes. 
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Herbage produetion. The area OH whieh herbage production data 
were collected had a vegetation cover of 21 per cent and total ground 
cover, including herbage and moss and lichens, was near U9 per cent 
(see Figure 16, page ^8). Total herbage production for 1967 in the 
four canopy classes showed a slight increase in the second class and 
then a minor decrease in the third and fourth canopy classes. Four 
hundred and sixty-eight pounds of herbage per acre were produced in 
the first class while an increase to 1^88 pounds per acre was observed 
in the second. The third and fourth canopy classes each produced IjOO 
pounds of herbage per acre (Figure 11). Aside from the production 
information, a greater occurrence of variation in amount of herbage 
produced was observed in the third and fourth canopy classes as com-
1 
pared to the first and second. 
Differences in pounds per acre of forbs, shrubs, and grass and 
grasslike plants produced under the canopy classes were noticed but no 
strong trends were evident. In the first canopy class, total herbage 
production was composed of 2lU pounds of forbs, 188 pounds of shrubs, 
and 66 pounds of grass and grasslike plants, while 19li pounds, 236 
pounds and 58 pounds, respectively, were produced in the second canopy 
class. Forbs attributed 206 pounds, shrubs 1^6 pounds, and grass and 
grasslike plants 38 pounds toward the total production figure in the 
third canopy class. This compared to the fourth class in which 172 
pounds of forbs, 176 pounds of shrubs, and 52 pounds of grass and 
grasslike plants were produced (Figure 11). 
^See Appendix D for summary of statistical analysis of field data. 
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The species composition of the mean total herbage produced in each 
canopy reveals only minor patterns of change in species occurrence with 
an increase of per cent canopy cover (Table 3). Berberis repens and 
Apocynmm andresaemifolium were present mainly in the second canopy 
class and to a lesser extent in the first, third, and fourth canopies. 
Spiraea betnlifolia, Vaceinium spp., Fragaria virginiana. Aster laevis, 
Antennaria rosea, Poa eempressa, Antennaria neglecta, and other forbs 
in general showed a tendency to decrease in amounts present as canopy 
coverage increased. Symphoricarpos albus, Calamagrostis rabescens, and 
Garex spp. values show an upwai^ trend as canopy coverage increased. 
The remaining species found on the area did not change in any constant 
pattern as canopy cover increased. 
Of the total herbage produced in each canopy class, only a small 
portion can be considered as valuable for livestock forage. The species 
considered as potential forage for livestock were Garex geyeri and 
Amelanchier alnifolia (Morris, 19li7). Poa compressa, Calamagrostis 
rabescens, Garex spp., other grasses, and to a lesser extent Symphori­
carpos albus were also considered as forage based on signs of past 
livestock utilization on areas surrounding the study location. In the 
first canopy class, forage constituted 85 pounds of the total herbage 
produced. One hundred and eight pounds of total forage were observed 
in the second class, followed by 59 pounds and 106 pounds, respectively, 
in the third and fourth classes. Total forage production did not show 
any significant patterns in relation to increasing canopy cover (Figure 
11). 
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Table 3. Species weight and per cent composition of total herbage 
prodmction in each canopy class. 
SPECIES 
0-10^ 11-30^ 31-50^ 51-70^ 
lbs/A lbs/A % lbs/A % lbs/A % 
Forbs 
Anlu^ 13 2.8 k 0.8 12 3.0 3 0.8 
Anne 18 3.9 10 2.1 8 2.0 10 2.5 
Anro 9 1.9 It 0.8 - - T T 
Apan 39 8.3 88 18.0 72 18.0 it6 11.5 
Asia 2h 5.1 20 U.l 17 it.3 10 2.5 
Frvi ko 8.5 36 7.U 2lt 6.0 20 5.0 
Luse 35 7.5 8 1.6 57 lit.2 68 17.0 
Seea 6 1.3 T T 2 0.5 
Other Forbs 30 6.it Jk U.9 Jk 3.5 15 3.7 
Sabtotal 211t li5.7 19h 39.7 206 51.5 172 U3.0 
Grass and 
Grasslike 
Plants 
Cara — T T h 1.0 19 lt.8 
Cage 19 li.l 35 7.2 10 2.5 22 5.5 
Ga spp. - - - - 2 0.5 T T 
Poeo 38 8.1 Hi 2.9 16 It.O h 1.0 
Other Grasses 9 1.9 9 1.8 6 1.5 7 1.7 
Sabtotal 66 lit.l 58 11.9 38 9.5 52 13.0 
Shrabs 
Amal 18 3.9 lt8 9.9 12 3.0 3h 8.5 
Armv 19 h.l 20 li.l 7 1.8 32 8.0 
Bere 69 lli.7 100 20.5 72 18.0 lt8 12.0 
Ro spp. - - T T - - T T 
Spbe 78 16.7 6h 13.1 56 Ht.O li2 10.5 
Syal 1 0.2 2 0.1; 9 2.2 20 5.0 
Va spp. 3 0.6 2 O.Ii T T T T 
Sabtotal 188 liO.2 236 W.lt 156 39.0 176 ItU.o 
TOTAL hSQ 100.0 U88 100.0 Uoo 100.0 Uoo 100.0 
^ Per eent composition is based on air-dry weight. 
^ Abbreviations explained in Appendix A. 
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Of the species considered as forage plants, Galamagrostis rabeseens 
and Symphoriearpos albas showed a relative increase in their presence 
as canopy cover increased, while Poa eompressa indicated a decrease in 
presence as canopy cover increased. Other components of forage did not 
exhibit trends (Table It). 
Table li. Weight and per cent composition of total forage species 
produced in each canopy class. 
0-1°^ 11-30^ n-^0% 51-70% 
lbs/A lbs/A % lbs/A $ lbs/A t 
Grass and 
Grasslike 
Plants 
2 
Cara — , — T li 6.8 19 17.9 
Cage 19 22.U 35 32.lt 10 16.9 22 20.7 
Ca spp. - - - - 2 3.1i T T 
Poco 38 hh.l Hi 13.0 16 27.1 1» 3.8 
Other grasses 9 10.6 9 8.3 6 10.2 7 6.6 
Subtotal 66 77.7 58 53.7 38 6U.i4 52 U9.0 
Amal 18 21.2 U8 12 20.3 3k 32.1 
Syal 1 1.1 2 1.9 9 15.3 20 18.9 
Subtotal 19 22.3 50 U6.3 21 35.6 51* 51.0 
TOTAL 85 100.0 108 100.0 59 100.0 106 100.0 
1 Per cent composition is based on air-dry weight. 
2 
Abbreviations explained in Appendix A. 
The T test was used to test for statistical differences between 
the means in each canopy class for both total herbage and total forage 
production values. For both these factors, at the $ per cent proba­
bility level, the mean of the first canopy class was not significantly 
different frem the second, third, and fourth classes. The mean of the 
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seeond elass was not stgnifieantly different from the thiiTd and fourth 
elass means and the third canopy class mean was not significantly dif­
ferent from the fourth elass mean.^ 
^en correlation-regression analysis was used to evaluate total 
herbage production as it is related to canopy cover, a correlation 
coefficient of .23 and a regression coefficient of -2.1091 were calcu­
lated. The regression coefficient was found non-significant at the 
5 per cent probability level. The correlation coefficient for total 
forage and canopy cover relationship was .01 while the regression coef-
ficifflfit was .0Uii2. Again the regression coefficient was non-significant. 
Tree reproduction. Field data obtained concerning tree reproduction 
indicated that the first canopy class is less stocked with repiroduction 
than the third and fourth canopy classes. Seven hundred and twenty 
seedlings per acre were found in the first canopy class, while 1,530 
were found in the second, 2,370 in the third, and 2,^00 were present in 
the fourth class (see Figure 12). 
When the number of seedlings in each of the four canopy classes 
was compared statistically, the only significant differences were found 
between the mean of the first canopy class and the means of the third 
and fourth classes. The remaining comparisons did not reveal a statis­
tically significant difference. 
Since the tree reproduction data were collected by species, an 
insight to the species composition of the total reproduction was ob­
tained (Table 5). 
summary of T test results for field data is given in Appendix E. 
0-10^ H 11-30;^ 1 31-50% 1 51-70^ 
3anopy Glasses 
Pinus ponderosa • Pseudotsuga menziesii ^ Pinus contorta 
Figure 12, }!ean nvmibcr of tree seedlings per acre in each 
of the four canopy classcs. 
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Table 5. Species composition of total number of tree seedlings per 
acre. 
SPECIES 
CANOPY CLASSES 
0-10^ 11-30^ 31-^0% 51-70$ 
% % % % 
Pinus contorta 13.0 7.0 6.2 2.7 
Pinus ponderosa 50.0 h2,6 2li.7 32.0 
Pseudotsuga menziesii 37.0 50.lt 69.1 65.3 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
The ntiraber of Pseadotsuga menziesii seedlings was found to increase 
as the overstory cover increased. In the first class the total tree 
reproduction was made up of 37.0 per cent Pseudotsuga menziesii while 
in the third and fourth classes 69.1 and 65.3 per cent, respectively, 
of the reproduction consisted of this species. Pinus contorta and 
Pinus ponderosa decreased in per cent composition as overstory cover 
increased. Pinus contorta composed 13.0 per cent of the first canopy 
class reproduction and only about 2.7 per cent of the fourth class 
seedlings. Pinus ponderosa constituted 50.0 per cent of the seedlings 
in the first class and 32.0 per cent of the reproduction in the fourth 
canopy class. 
Tree growth. Periodic annual increment of the trees, I4.5 feet in 
height and used for basal area calculations, shows a small decline as 
the canopy cover increases. The first two canopy classes had an average 
periodic annual increment of .16 inch radial growth inside bark per year 
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while the third and fourth classes had trees which grew an average of 
.lit inch radial growth per year (Figure 13). 
In 1967, the cubic foot production of wood per acre for each 
canopy class was found to be directly related to per cent canopy and 
basal area. As both per cent canopy of the overstory vegetation and 
basal area of trees per acre increased, so did the cubic foot produc­
tion of wood per acre» The first canopy class had a cubic foot pro­
duction of wood per acre of l.IiU for the 1967 growing season while am 
increase to 10,70 cubic feet per acre occurred in the second class. 
Cubic foot increment of wood continued to climb in the third and 
fourth canopy classes where 39<>95 cubic feet and 90.69 cubic feet 
increases, respectively, were observed (see Figure 13). 
The trees from which the above growth information was obtained 
had a composition of primarily Pinus ponderosa with lesser amounts of 
Pseudotsuga menziesii and Pinus contorta. Complete composition infor­
mation is given in Table 6. 
Table 6. Species composition of trees used for tree growth measurements. 
SPECIES 
CANOPY CLASSES 
0-10^ 11-30^ 3i-?o^ $1-70% 
% % % % 
Pinus contorta OoO 8.7 6.7 0.0 
Pinus ponderosa 87.5 73.9 82.2 77.8 
Pseudotsmga menziesii 12.5 17»l4 11.1 22.2 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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No significant difference was fomnd when the mean periodic annual 
increment for each canopy class was compared. The mean cubic foot 
production of wood for the first canopy class was found significantly 
different from the second, third, and fourth class means. A signifi­
cant difference was also found between the second and third and second 
and fourth class means as well as between the third and fourth canopy 
class means. 
To help support the data collected concerning overstory canopy as 
it relates to herbage production, tree regeneration, and iree growth, 
information about soil moisture, soil temperature, ground cover, and 
tree seed production was also collected. The results show several 
interesting characteristics about these factors as overstory increases. 
Since this infoimation is a result of limited sampling, these results 
are presented as observational data for whatever implications they 
might reveal. 
Soil moisture. For the summer of 1967, the soil moisture patterns, 
at a depth of four to six inches, under all canopy classes were similar. 
The permanent wilt percentage, of near 7 per cent moisture, was reached 
by all the canopy classes around July 12th to July 17th. After reach­
ing this point, all per cent moisture values continued to decrease and 
finally leveled off near per cent moisture (Figure lli). The soil 
moisture remained at this level until the 6th of September when the 
fall rain showers came. After this storm, the fourth canopy class in­
creased to only 7 per cent moisture on the 13th of September while the 
other classes had a soil moisture value of 8 to 10 per cent.^ 
^See Appendix F for all soil moisture values recorded for the summer 
of 1967. 
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Soll temperatare. Through the summer of 1967, soil temperature 
directly followed the density of the canopy classes. The first canopy 
class recorded the highest average maximum and minimum temperatures. 
This was followed by the second, third, and fourth classes, respec­
tively. As the canopy cover increased, the magnitude of the average 
maximum and minimum temperatures decreased (Figure 15). 
The greatest differences between average maxiraam and minimam 
temperature were observed in the first canopy class, while the least 
spread was in the fourth class. Minimum temperatures were much more 
closely grouped in all canopies than were the maximum temperatures. 
The readings show considerable fluctuation, with patterns fairly con­
stant in all canopy classes. Throughout the summer, soil temperature 
remained fairly high but showed a marked decrease in the early part of 
September.^ 
Ground cover. Some interesting patterns were revealed as ground 
cover was measured in each of the four canopy classes. Bare soil 
remained fairly constant in the first three classes, between 6 and 7 
per cent, while in the fourth canopy bare soil decreased to 2 per cent. 
Litter, on the other hand, showed a continual increase as canopy 
cover became more heavy. In the first class, 9 per cent of the ground 
was litter covered, while litter increased to 16, 2k, and k2 per cent 
ground cover in the second, third, and fourth classes, respectively. 
^Tiibular soil temperature data for the summer of 1967 is given in 
Appendix G. 
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Moss and lichens revealed a pattern of decrease as canopy cover 
increased. Thirty-eight per cent of the gromnd was covered with moss 
and lichens in the first canopy class, while 26, 28, and 18 per cent 
groimd cover was observed in the second, third, and fourth classes, 
respectively. 
The per cent of the ground covered with rock decreased only 
slightly from 25 to 28 per cent in the first and second classes to 22 
and 17 per cent in the third and fourth classes. 
Vegetation ground cover closely followed the production figures 
and for the raost part made up 20 to 23 per cent of the ground cover in 
each of the canopy classes. The patterns of ground cover are graphic­
ally shown in Figure 16. 
Tree seed production. As might be expected, the number and pound­
age of tree seed produced per acre increased as tree canopy increased. 
The number of seeds in the fourth canopy class was more than 12 times 
that produced in the first class. The fourth class also produced more 
poundage of seed per acre than did the first canopy class (Table 7). 
Table 7. Number and weight of tree seed produced per acre under the 
four canopy classes. 
SEED PRODUCTION CANOPY CLASSES 
0-10^ 11-30̂  31-50̂  51-70̂  
Seed (number/acre) 16,000 , 52,000 1814,000 20ii,000 
Seed (pounds/acre) O.it lo3 2.8 3.5 
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Figure 16. Per cent (ground cover found in each of the four 
canopy classes. 
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The nminber of Pseadotsusa menztesll seeds per acre greatly exceeded 
the immber of Flams ponderosa seeds being produced in all canopy classes. 
The number of seeds per porand increased as the canopy class rose from 
the first to the fourth. 
DISCUSSION 
That a large amount of variation is more often the rule rather 
than the exception in many biological phenomenon is generally accepted. 
Animal and plant species, as well as individuals within species, re­
spond differently to various stimuli. Environmental factors such as 
soil, temperature, moisture, length of growing season, and other factors 
present a variety of circumstances under which plants and animals must 
adapt in order to survive. Likewise, the concept that factual evidence 
concerning biological phenomenon is limited is also realized. Gener­
ally, studies reveal indications which, if observed repeatedly, become 
more substantiated but still, due to the variety of circumstances 
encountered in natural environments, do not hold in every case. With 
these thoughts in mind, the following discussion is presKited. 
First, it may be desirable to view the results of this study from 
an ecological standpoint. What relationships were found between per 
CKit canopy cover and herbage and forage production, tree reproduction, 
and tree growth? In a study of this type, the total ecology of each 
species and of all the interrelated factors cannot be explained. How­
ever, some indication of the potential herbage and timber production, 
based on the overall ecological function of this comraonity, may be 
obtained. 
The literature generally points out that herbage production de­
creases as overstory canopy cover increases (Arnold, 19^0; Ehrenreich 
and Crosby, I960; Pase, 1958). General observations on the study area 
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show similar trends when limited areas of near 100 per cent canopy, 
which support little if any plant life, are compared to herbage pro­
duction under 0 to 10 per cent canopy cover. Too few areas of more 
than 70 per cent canopy cover were found on the study area to permit 
sampling of herbage production under these conditions. The data col­
lected on the study area reveal only a slight decrease in herbage 
production between the lower per cent canopy classes and those of 50 to 
70 per cent. Production for 1967 ranged fTOm it88 pounds per acre in 
the second canopy class to iiOO pounds per acre in the fourth class. 
This reveals an obsejrvational decrease but was not found statistically 
significant. The total production of herbage per acre on this area is 
also quite low, possibly due to limited moisture. That moisture may 
be liMtihg is somewhat substantiated by the fact that soil moisture 
(per cent basis) at a depth of four to six inches reached a value near 
permanent wilt (l^ atmospheres) in the first half of July in all canopy 
classes. The lack of moisture at this depth is particularly important 
to many of the shallow rooted grass and forb species. 
The indicated conclusion from the study data is that the amoiint of 
decrease in herbage production found as canopy cover increases may not 
be as evident or occur under all environmental conditions. If the 
amount of production is first limited by some other factor or factors 
than those related to increased canopy cover, the net effect of canopy 
cover and its related factors on herbage production may not be clearly 
exhibited. It is felt this could be the case in the western Montana 
pine stand growing on a marginal Douglas-fir site where moisture is 
quite limited and overstory cover seldom exceeds a 70 per cent level 
except in small limited areas. 
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Another factor which possibly explains the minor decrease in total 
herbage prodtiction is the small amount of grass and grasslike plants 
fonnd on the area. A possible reason for the low amoant of grass and 
grasslike plants is the stony and coarse textured soil found on the 
study area. Here moisture in the root zone of many of the grass and 
grasslike plants and some forbs becomes limited early in the growing 
season. In other words, the Youmame stony and cobbly loam soil type 
is not well suited for large production of grass and grasslike species. 
When correlation-regression analysis on Poa compressa and its 
relationship to canopy was completed, a correlation coefficient of .1*6 
was found along with a regression coefficient of -.0095 which was found 
statistically significant at the 5 per cent probability level. This 
shows Poa compressa was affected by canopy. If the total herbage pro­
duction would have been composed of more grass and grasslike species 
a greater decrease in herbage may have been found. 
Another factor possibly explaining the minor decrease in herbage 
production could be the strong interrelationship which is hinted at by 
the data. This relationship is the increase in production of some 
species with canopy increase while other species may have decreased 
and still other species may have been totally unaffected by the canopy 
> 
increase. The oUtciome of this interaction resulted in an overall small 
decline in total herbage production. 
When the species considered potentially valuable as forage are 
observed, no trend with regard to increase or decrease of groxmd cover 
or production as canopy became more heavy was apparent. Of the total 
herbage production only 20 per cent or 89 pounds per acre, is considered 
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potential livestock feed. When a 50 per cent proper use factor is 
applied to this valme, about pounds of forage per acre is useable. 
As for forage prodaction, no trend was observed when grasses, 
shrubs, and forbs were evaluated as to their production under increased 
canopy cover. When individual species were observed as canopy cover 
increased. Spiraea betulifolia, Vaccinium spp., Fragaria virginiana. 
Aster laevis, Antennaria rosea, Poa compressa, Antennaria negleeta, and 
other forbs in general showed a tendency to decrease in amounts present. 
Berberis repens and Apocynum androsaemifolium tended to peak in the 
second canopy class and be less plentiful in the first, third, and 
fourth canopies. Symphoricarpos albms, Calamagrostis rabescens, and 
Carex spp. revealed increases in quantity as canopy cover increased. 
An interesting relationship between per cent canopy cover and 
square feet of basal area per acre was observed on the study area. 
These two factors were found to have a correlation'poefficient of .99. 
Little information concerning such a relationship was found in the 
literature except one brief study of hardwoods which reveals similar 
information (McCulley, 19^3). More study is needed to investigate this 
correlation and to explain why such a relationship was found. 
The areas under the lowest canopy cover (0-10 per cent) were found 
significantly less stocked with seedlings (720 per acre) than were the 
highest canopies (31-70 per cent) where 2,1*35 seedlings per acre were 
found. The increase in number of seedlings in the higher canopies 
could possibly be due to more favorable microclimate for seedling es­
tablishment and development. Soil temperature at a depth of three 
inches indicates that temperatures would be less severe under the 
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heavier canopies. Other modification may also exist but no information 
was obtained in this study concerning them. By far the most substantial 
indication to explain the increase in tree reproduction is the large 
increase in seed produced per acre as canopy cover increased. Even 
though based on a limited sample, results show the number of seeds pro­
duced per acre to be 12 times greater on areas where canopy cover is 50 
per cent or greater. When the seed production curve and the tree repro­
duction curve are compared, their similarity in shape suggests the 
importance seed supply may have on resulting number of seedlings per 
acre. 
Importance of this relationship is further substantiated by the 
observation of increase in number of Pseudotsuga menziesii seedlings as 
canopy cover increases. The number of trapped seeds under the various 
canopy classes tended to be almost entirely of this species. Pseudo-
tsuga menziesii's ability to reproduce in shade, coupled with the abun­
dant seed source, are probable explanations for the increase of this 
species. Similar findings have been reported in the literature where 
the resulting number of seedlings has been directly related to the 
amount of seed available (Corbett, 1962). 
A trend worth noting is that as canopy increased from 0 to 30 per 
cent, a continual straight line increase in the number of seedlings 
was observed, but from 31 to 70 per cent canopy there was a substantial 
drop in the net increase of seedlings. This indicates that the point 
of diminishing returns has been reached at a canopy of near UO per cent. 
Above this canopy coverage, no significant increase in reproduction re­
sults. A sitiiilir'"peilit iit the seed-^'rodtictidn data can also ^observed. 
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The results fotind in this study concerning both periodic annual 
increment and cubic foot increase of wood per acre for 1967, conforms 
with other findings reported in the literature (Gaines and Kotok, 19^h; 
Williams, 1959). As square feet of basal area per acre and per cent 
canopy increased, periodic annual increment decreased slightly, bat the 
decrease was found not statistically significant. The stocking rate of 
trees on the study area, even under the highest densities observed (60 
square feet of basal area per acre), is not excessive and could there­
fore be reflected in the small decrease of annual increment observed. 
Even though periodic annual increment shows a slight decline, .16 
inch growth under the lower basal areas to .lU inch Tinder the higher 
basal areas, cubic foot increase of wood per acre produced for 1967 
continually increased from l.liij to 90.69 cubic feet as basal area and 
per cent canopy increased. This indicates the increase in basal area 
per acre overrides the slight decline in periodic annual increment and 
results in an increase of cubic foot volume peir acre. 
Fjrom the additional infomation on soil temperature, soil moisture, 
and ground cover, there are some suggestions that increased canopy cover 
modifies the environment, especially the microclimate of an area. The 
less severe soil temperatures found under the more heavy canopies, along 
with less extremes between maximum and minimum temperature, could have 
an effect en an area's microclimate. Canopy was not found to affect 
the soil moisture patterns in an observable manner. It must be pointed 
out that some relationship may be present, but because of the coarse 
fragments in the soil and the size of the sample taken this was not 
observed. There is some indication of interception affect caused by 
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the highest canepy cover which may explain the lag observed in soil 
moist^ire increase when the fall rain showers came. Microclimate could 
possibly be affected by the changes of ground cover, especially the 
increase of litter as canopy cover increased, found under the various 
canopy classes. 
Information obtained in this study seems to point out again the 
large amount of variability in natural ecosystems. The study results 
denote the need to study natural factors under the many soil types, 
vegetation types, and climatic conditions which exist. Such practice 
may be important because each combination of these factors can possibly 
lead to different relationships between plaflts and animals and their 
enviroBUBEaat. 
Good management must be integrated with a good understanding of 
the ecological basis of an area. Good management practices are, in 
effect, applied ecology. Management decisions based on such under­
standing, are needed to insure best results, but are not possible under 
all economic circumstances and available information. Therefore, many 
management decisions must be based on past fflEperience and personal 
judgment. 
Since a better understanding of an area's production potential 
based on ecological relationships of a defined area can be important to 
successful management of renewable natural resources, the observation 
of this study can possibly hold management implication. The limitation 
is realized, because of tiie natural variation mentioned earlier, that 
implications drawn from this study data must be applied to areas of 
similar soil and other environmental factors as those found on the study 
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area. Implications made are based on one study conducted during one 
year. Keeping these limitations in mind, some of the possible manage­
ment implications, as seen by the author, will be presented. 
One of the first findings which would be of benefit to management 
is the correlation of per cent canopy and square feet of basal area. 
Farther study of this relationship is needed to determine its fall 
meaning. If such a relationship can be further substantiated, it would 
be useful in management of timbered-range or farm woodlot areas where 
a fast index to both basal area for timber purposes and per cent canopy 
cover for herbage production decisions is needed. Field use of such a 
relationship could possibly make management decisions more accurate and 
easily obtained with the time and money available for such decisions. 
The results point out, as was maationed earlier, that this soil 
tsrpe is not a high yielding herbage or forage production area. There­
fore, this area would have only minor value as a livestock grazing area, 
"Hiat the effect increased canopy cover had on herbage and forage pro­
duction is of minor importance in making management decisions is also 
noted, liidications are that one could expect nearly the same herbage 
and forage production under the highest canopy cover (70 per cent) as 
that found under the lowest canopy cover (10 per cent). 
The main fact which seems to cause the increase of reproduction is 
the better seed source under higher canopy cover. When tree reproduc­
tion is considered, it is important to remember that tree reproductlife 
seems to be directly related to canopy cover increase. Therefore, one 
would favor higher canopy covers if reproduction is desired. However, 
one should also recognize that a point, near ijO per coat canopy, exists 
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where the imcrease in tree reproduction is n© longer significant. 
The wood production value of the study area at present would most 
probably be based on cubic foot volume. Since cubic foot volume is the 
important factor, little attention would be given to the decline in 
periodic annual increment as canopies increased. As canopy and basal 
area per acre increased so did the yearly increment of cubic foot 
volume of wood per acre. If the objective of the area was to grow 
board foot volume, more attention would be given to the best individual 
tree incrementsj however, in the case of the study area the decline in 
increment as canopy increased was not significant. 
When the total production potential of this area is considered, 
the indication of this stady is that an area of similar soil type, 
climate, and other environmental characteristics as those found on the 
study area could be stocked to obtain the greatest amount of cu^ic foot 
increase of wood per year (near 60 square feet of basal area and 57 per 
cent canopy). At such a stocking level of trees, little significant 
decrease in the amount of herbage and forage production per acre would 
be expected. At this level of timber stocking a fair amoxint of tree 
reproduction would be expected. This could be termed a summary of the 
1967 productivity potential of such areas both for timber and forage 
(Figure 17). When grazing is brought into the picture, other factors 
such as soil damage, tree reproduction damage, livestock distribution, 
and other complicating factors must also be considered. Even though 
other factors complicate the use of forest lands for grazing, a basic 
understanding of what really exists on each acre in terms of forage and 
timber is essential to any decision on the best overall use of these 
lands. 
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A questioa which is still unanswered but of importance in further 
application of data found in this study must be raised. Would the 
canopy levels and basal area figures of this study have the same mean­
ing if the canopy cover was made up of more individual trees of smaller 
canopies, or fewer individual trees of larger canopies? Just what 
effect these alterations would have on the relationship of canopy to 
herbage and forage production, basal area, tree reproduction, and tree 
growth are not known but are very important in determining how findings 
in this study can be applied to other areas of similar environmental 
characteristics. Further study is needed to investigate this situation. 
Perhaps, more important than the actual values found in this study, 
is the method used to obtain Information on herbage and forage produc-
I tion, tree reproduction, and tree growth under various canopy covers 
and basal areas. Information on all these factors was obtained at the 
same sample points, trying to keep the distance from this point as small 
as possible. The methods described for this study were very operatable 
in the field. It is felt that such a sampling technique, with some 
modifications, may have possible applications in gaining information 
on both forage and timber on forest-range areas. 
The following suggestions would be made in an attempt to improve 
the sampling results in future studies. Any study dealing with produc­
tion should be limited to single soil types. Such types can be as 
finely defined as deemed necessary for the management puiTpose. 
It is perhaps better experimental design to place all canopy points 
randomly. If time is limited, however, the selection of the basic 
canopy points, considering only per cent canopy as the basis for 
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selection, has merit. Such selection should be made prior to initial 
growth of the herbage in the spring. To insure partial randomness, 
herbage and tree reproduction plots should be randomly placed around 
the selected canopy points. This method enables even distribution of 
canopy points in each class and limits the number of canopy points at 
which data must be collected. This will insure enough canopy points in 
the canopy classes at the extreme ranges of the canopies being sampled. 
The size ©f plot used for herbage and tree reproduction informa­
tion should be increased. A plot size greater than 1^.8 square feet, 
with four of these plots being randomly placed around each canopy point, 
would be recommended for the collection of herbage production data. An 
increase to larger than .001 acre plots for tree reproduction with five 
plots being randomly placed around each canopy point would be recom­
mended for tree reproduction data. These plots at each canopy point 
should be averaged, with one herbage value and one tree reproduction 
figure for each canopy point being recorded. The means, according to 
the Central Limits Theorem, tend to normalize the data, thus lending it 
to analysis by normal distribution statistics. To increase the sami^le 
size, more canopy points in each canopy class would be recommended. 
The actual number of canopy points in each class can be determined by 
the amount of accuracy desired. If the number of canopy points is in­
creased, tree growth data need only be collected at randomly selected 
canopy points, again the number determined by the desired accuracy. At 
each point all trees, considered in with the prism used to determine 
basal area, should be measured. Such procedure resulted in accurate 
tree growth data in this study. 
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With modifications such as those just mentioned, the basic pro­
cedures of this study could possibly be very applicable in obtaining 
infomation about farm woodlots and other forest-range areas. 
SUMMARY 
During the summer of 1967, field data were collected on herbage 
production (all grass and grasslike plants, shrubs, and forbs), tree 
reproduction (trees It.? feet and under), and tree growth (both periodic 
annual increment and cubic foot production of wood) xmder four Pinus 
ponderosa canopy classes. Additional information concerning soil tem­
perature, soil moisture, ground cover (litter, rock, bare soil, and 
vegetation), and tree seed production under these canopies was also 
collected. 
The object was to measure the poTinds per acre of herbage and forage 
being produced in each class. At the same time under each canopy class, 
a check was made concerning tree basal area in square feet per acre, 
number of tree seedlings per acre, periodic annual increment of the 
trees in inches, and cubic foot production of wood per acre. Additional 
data were collected to help explain changes in the above factors, if 
observed, as canopy cover increased. With this combination, it was 
hoped to obtain data on the overall productivity of the forest range on 
the study area, a better ecological understanding of such areas, and 
possible management implications revealed by the data. 
The study was conducted within the Ninemile Ranger District of the 
Lolo National Forest about 3? miles west of Missoula, Montana. An 
elevation of near 3,200 feet and a south to southwest aspect was char­
acteristic of the area. A Youmame stony and cobbly loam soil with 
near 23 per cent surface rock was present. Climate should be very 
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eotnparable to that of Alberton, Montana, where an average of 19o2lt 
inches of precipitation and a mean annual temperature of degrees 
Fahrenheit is recorded. Both orerstory and understory vegetation was 
found on the study area. Pinus ponderosa was the most prominent tree 
in the overstory, while Berberis repens was the most prevalent species 
of the understory of grasses, sedges, shrubs, and forbs. The entire 
study area was logged in the 1920's and has been used primarily for 
grazing since that time. 
Canopy classes were established by measuring the per cent canopy 
cover with a spherical densiometer developed by Lemmon (1956) at 6^ 
selected canopy points. The 65 points were then placed into one of 
four canopy classes (first, 0-10 per cent; second, 11-30 per cent; 
third, 31-50 per cent; and fourth, 51-70 per cent). Each of the first 
three classes contained 15 selected canopy points and the fourth canopy 
class contained 20 selected points. At each of the selected canopy 
points of each canopy class, basal area, herbage and forage production, 
tree reproduction, and tree growth information were gathered by partial 
to total randomized sampling. The mean value for each factor studied 
was calculated by canopy class and statistics were used to establish 
confidence limits for these means at the 5 per cent probability levelo 
Significant differences between these means were determined by the T 
test at the 5 per cent probability level. No statistical analysis was 
run on the additional information because of limited data. 
Basal area, as a second index of stand density, was measured with 
a spiegel-relaskop. Herbage production was collected on triangular it.8 
square foot plots. Vegetation on each plot was totally clipped by 
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species, air-dried, and converted to pounds per acre. Forage production 
was determined by sutmaing the production of only species which were 
considered potential livestock feed. Tree reproduction, total and by 
species, was counted on five ,.001 acre plots at each canopy point, while 
all trees li.5 feet and over, which were included in the basal area per 
acre calculation, were measured for growth information. Age and growth 
increments were determined from borings and diameter was measured with 
a diameter tape. Bark thickness was measured with a bark gauge and 
height with a spiegel-relaskop. This year's terminal growth was esti­
mated. 
During analysis, two-thirds ©f all trees measured in each canopy 
class were randomly selected and used to determine the periodic annual 
increment. Twelve of the selected canopy points in each class were 
randomly chosen and used to determine the cubic foot increase per acre 
of wood for the current year, using the variable plot cruising method 
described by J„ R„ Dilworth (1961^). 
Additional information was collected at randomly selected canopy 
points in each canopy class. Soil moisture was taken weekly at a depth 
of four to six inches. Soil temperature was recorded three times a 
week with maximum-minimum thermometers placed at a depth of three inches 
in the soil. Ground cover was estimated on four one square foot plots 
at each selected canopy pointo Seed traps were placed in the field on 
the 21st of August and remained there until October 1, 1967c 
A good correlation (r = .99) between per cent canopy cover and 
square feet of basal area per acre was fo\md on the study area. The 
mean per cent canopy cover and corresponding mean basal area per acre 
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were found to be 6 and 7 in the first class, 21 and 19 in the second, 
itl and 38 in the third, and 57 and 60 in the fourth, respectively. 
Little change in herbage production was observed as canopy cover 
increased. Pour hundred and sixty-eight pounds of herbage per acre 
were found in the first class, 1;88 in the second, and J;00 in both the 
third and fourth classes. Total forage fluctuated in no definite pat­
tern as canopy increased. Eighty-five pounds per acre of forage were 
produced in the first class, IO8 in the second, 59 in the third, and 
106 in the fourth class» The grass and grasslika-plants, forbs, and 
shrubs, as well as the individual species, did not exhibit any strong 
trends in production patterns as canopy increased. When the T test was 
used to test for significant differences between the canopy class means 
of both herbage and forage no significant differences were found. 
Tree reproduction continually climbed as canopy cover increased. 
Seven hundred and twenty seedlings per acre were found in the first 
canopy class, 1,530 in the second, 2,370 in the third, and 2,500 in the 
fourth. When the canopy class means were compared, the first class 
mean was found significantly different from the third and fourth class 
means. The remaining comparisons were not significant. 
Periodic annual increment shewed a slight decrease as canopy cover 
and square feet of basal area increased. In the first two canopy 
classes, a periodic annual increment of .16 inch radial growth per year 
was observed, while ,1k inch radial growth was found in the third and 
fourth classes. This decrease in periodic annual increment was not 
found to be statistically significant. 
On the other hand, this year's cubic foot increase of wood per 
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acre continually increased as canopy auid basal area increased. The 
first canopy class had a production ©f l.Iilt cubic feet, while the second, 
third, and fourth classes had 10.70, 39.95, and 90o69 cubic feet in­
creases, respectively. All means were found to be significantly differ­
ent when compared by the T test. 
Some interesting patterns were observed concerning the additional 
information. All soil moisture patterns \mder the various canopy 
classes reacted similarly throughout the summer and reached permanent 
wilt (7 per cent moisture) in the first part of July. Soil temperatures 
definitely reflected the increase in canopy cover and both maxiraam and 
minimum temperatures decreased as canopy cover increased. Ground cover, 
particularly per cent litter and per cent moss and lichens, changed with 
canopy cover. The per cent of moss and lichens decreased as canopy 
cover increased, while litter continually increased as canopy increased. 
Seed production was found directly related to increased canopy cover. 
The fourth class had 12 times as inany seeds per acre as did the first 
class. 
The study data indicated that the amount of decrease in herbage 
production found as canopy cover increases may not be as evident under 
all environmental conditions. If the amount of production is first 
limited by some other factor ©r factors than those related to increased 
canopy cover, the net effect of canopy and its related factors on herb­
age production may not be exhibited. It is felt this could be the case 
in a western Montana pine stand on a marginal Douglas-fir site where 
moisture is quite limited and overstory cover seldom exceeds 70 per 
cent. 
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Results point out that this area is not a high yielding herbage 
and forage production unlto Therefore, this area would have only minor 
value as a livestock grazing area. The effect increased canopy cover 
had on herbage and forage production is not significant when raanagement 
decisions are considered. The indication is that an area of similar 
soil type, climate, and other environmental characteristics as those 
found on the study area could be stocked to obtain the greatest cubic 
foot increase of wood per acre (near 60 square feet basal area and 57 
per cent canopy)o At such a stocking level of trees, little significant 
decrease in amount of herbage and forage production would be expected. 
At the same time, a fair amount of tree reproduction would be antici­
pated. This could be termed a summary of 1967 productivity potential 
of such areas for both timber and forage. 
It Is felt that the methods used in this study, with some modifi­
cations, may be beneficially used in further study of forest-range and 
farm woodlot areaso 
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Appejadix A. List of plant species recorded on the study area. 
SCIENTIFIC NAME AND ABBRE?IATION 
Forbs 
Antennaria luguloides (Anlu) 
Aatennaria neelecta Greene. (Anne) 
Antennaria rosea (Eat.) Greene. (Anro) 
Apocynum androsaemifolium L. (Apan) 
Aster laevis L. (Asia) 
virginiana Duch. (Frvi) 
aus "serieems Pursh. (Luse) 
sio carnis Hook. (Seca) 
COMMON NAME 
Rush pussytoes 
Field pussytoes 
Rose pussytoes 
Spreading dogbane 
Smooth aster 
Virginian strawberry 
Silky lupine 
Woolly groundsel 
Grasses and Grasslike Plants 
Galamagrostis rubescens Buckl. (Garu) 
Carex geyeri Boott. (Cage) 
Carex spp., (Ca spp.) 
Poa GOTitpressa L. (Poco) 
Pinegrass 
Elk sedge 
Sedge 
Canada bluegrass 
Shrubs 
Amelanehier alnifolia Nutt. (Amal) 
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi (L.) Spreng. (Arav) 
Berberis repens Lindl. (Bere) 
Rosa spp„ (Ro sppo) 
Spiraea betmlifolia Pall. (Spbe) 
Spiphoricarpos albas (L.) Blake (Sy^l) 
Vaccinium spp. (Va spp,) 
Service berry 
Kinikinnick 
Oregon grape 
Rose 
White spiraea 
Common snowberry 
Huckleberry 
Trees 
Pinus contorta Dougl. (Pico) 
Pinus Donderosa Laws. (Pipo) 
menziesii (Mirb.) Franco (Psme) 
Lodgepole pine 
Ponderosa pine 
Douglas-fir 
No 
5 
13 
15 
19 
21 
23 
25 
28 
31 
32 
37 
38 
39 
ko 
kk 
Canopy 
i%) 
Basal 
Area Sq. 
Ft./Ac. 
Point 
No. 
Canopy 
(^) 
Basal 
Area Sq. 
Ft 0 /Ac . 
Point 
No. 
Canopy 
( % )  
Basal 
Area Sq, 
Ft,/Ac. 
Point 
No, 
Basal 
Canopy Area Sq. 
i%) Ft./Ac. 
6 0 12 25 10 1 32 ko 3 57 50 
10 10 lii 21 20 2 38 ko 6 57 50 
0 10 16 27 ko It I16 30 11 5ii liO 
10 10 17 22 20 7 50 ko 35 51 30 
10 10 18 13 10 8 li8 50 36 51i 50 
8 0 20 30 30 9 50 50 k9 56 50 
6 10 22 25 30 10 32 30 51 59 70 
7 0 26 16 10 2k 3k 30 52 68 50 
3 0 30 26 10 27 36 30 53 70 60 
9 20 33 18 20 29 k9 30 55 67 100 
10 10 3k 18 10 kl 38 30 56 67 120 
8 10 k6 28 30 k2 J4O 30 57 67 90 
0 0 k7 22 20 k3 kl ItO 58 62 60 
2 0 k8 25 20 li5 k7 ko 59 51 50 
5 0 50 12 20 51i 37 50 60 51 60 
31-50^ 51-70^ 
 
. ( fc./ {
Ik liO
li kS 1t ko
^k
lt9
l
      
0
li9  
 
8 li2 ii
0  li7  l a    
2 2i8 iiT i^o
^ I4
61 56 iiO 
62 52 50 
63 58 50 
6k 60 70 
65 57 liO 
00 
-J 
Appendix Co The mean per cent eanopy and square feet of basal area per acre 
based on 12 randomly chosen eanopy points from eaeh eanopy classo 
0-10^ 11-30% 31-50^ 5l -70^ 
Basal Basal Basal Basal 
Point Canopy Area Sq. Point Canopy Area Sq. Point Canopy Area Sq<, Point Canopy Area S 
No. (^) Ft./Ao. No. ( % )  Ft./Ac. No. ( % )  Fto/Aco No. i%) Ft./Ac 
5 6 0 12 25 10 1 32 ho 6 57 50 
13 10 10 ll4 21 20 h h6 30 11 51i liO 
15 0 10 16 27 itO 7 50 ho 35 51 30 
19 10 10 17 22 20 8 h6 50 36 51i 50 
21 10 10 18 13 10 9 50 50 55 67 100 
2? 6 10 20 30 30 10 32 30 56 67 120 
28 7 0 22 25 30 2li 3h 30 58 62 60 
31 3 0 26 16 10 29 k9 30 60 51 60 
32 9 20 30 26 10 kl 38 30 61 56 ho 
3a 8 10 3h 18 10 h2 liO 30 62 52 50 
39 0 0 k7 22 20 h3 lil ho 63 58 50 ho 2 0 $0 12 20 51i 37 50 6h 60 70 
TOTALS 71 80 257 230 li97 lt5o 689 720 
MEANS? 6 7 21 19 hi 38 57 60 
Appendix D» A smmmary of the statistical analysis of each factor 
studied presented by canopy class« Confidaace limits 
established at the .05 probability levelo 
CANOPY CLASSES 
0-10^ ll-30$g 31-50^ 5l-705g 
Mean C»Lo Co?, Mean CoLo C,?o Mean CoL, CoV, Mean CoL, G„¥< 
Total Herbage 1^68# Iki 31^ ii88# 72# 29% ItOO# 97# W iiOO# 111# 63% 
pounds/acre 
Forbs 21ii# 87# 81^ 19lt# k6§ kU 206# 7ii# 715^ 172# 9h# V2.)x% 
pounds/acre 
Grass and Grasslike 66# 29# SSjg ?8# 19# 62^ 38# 26# 137^ 52# 19# 95^ 
Plants, pounds/acre 
Shrubs 188# 29# 31^ 236# ii7# ijO^ 156# 33# h2% 176# 60# 77^ 
pounds/acre 
Total Forage 85# 31# 71^ IO8# 1^0# lk% 59# 29# 91% IO6# 37# 79^ 
pounds/acre 
Tree Reproduction 720 392 110^ 1530 7li5 91% 2370 725 60^ 2500 921 6h% 
Periodic Annual .16 .Oh 32% .16 .02 25$ <.14 .02 29% dh .01 21$ 
Bicrement, radial 
in./yr., based on 
10 yr. period 
Cubic Foot Wood l.itlt o9li 117$ 10o70 3.ii7 58$ 39.95 6.68 30$ 90,69 22,1*8 1*3$ 
Increase per Acre 
Appendix E., A sutmnary of T test results when the means of each factor 
studied were compared between canopy classes (tested at 
the ,05 probability level). 
MEANS FACTORS 
Total 
Herbage 
Total 
Forage 
Tree 
Reproduction 
Periodic 
Annual 
Increment 
Cubic Foot 
Wood Increase 
Mean 1* compared with Mean 2 NS^ NS NS NS S 
Mean 1 compared with Mean 3 NS NS S NS S 
Mean 1 compared with Mean It NS NS S NS S 
Mean 2 compared with Mean 3 NS NS NS NS S 
Mean 2 compared with Mean k NS NS NS NS S 
Mean 3 compared with Mean it NS NS NS NS S 
s
s
s
s
s
* Mean 1 - Mean of first canopy class (0-10^) 
Mean 2 - Mean of second canopy class (11-30^) 
Mean 3 - Mean of third canopy class (31-?0^) 
Mean it - Mean of fourth canopy class (51-70^) 
NS - not significant 
S - significant difference 
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DATE 
CANOPY CLASSES 
O-lOJg 11-305? 31-50^ 51-70^ 
June lit 19^^ 22^ 21^ 19^ 
June 27 lit 13 15 15 
July 12 6 7 8 7 
axly 19 5 7 6 5 
July 26 It 6 6 5 
August 2 it 6 5 6 
August 9 it 5 5 5 
August 16 3 6 it it 
August 23 it it it it 
August 30 it it it it 
September 6 it it 5 it 
September 13 10 9 10 7 
iil
m
0 10̂
^
h
k
h
k
k
h
G U
30^
U
h
h
k
$
Sl %
%
$
h
k
k
k
Permanent wilting per cent was calculated to be approximately 
7 per cent moisture. 
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Appendix G. Maximum and minimum soil temperatures (degrees Fahrenheit) 
recorded during the summer of 1967 at a depth of three 
inches in the soil. 
CMOPY CLASSES 
JJiillli 
0-10^ 11-30^ 31-50^ 51-70^ 
ane 16 Max. 7li 71 68 69 
Min. ^8 56 51t 55 
Jane 20 Max. 76 72 70 69 
Min. 58 56 55 56 
June 27 Max. 72 75 72 66 
Min. 58 57 5ii 51t 
June 30 Max. 60 78 7h 68 
Min. 61 59 55 56 
July 3 Max. 86 81 71 67 
Min. 63 60 58 57 
Jaly 6 Max. 82 81 71 67 
Min. 65 63 59 59 
July 7 Max. 82 80 7ii 67 
Min. 73 63 60 59 
July 10 Max. 83 80 72 67 
Min. 65 61 59 58 
July 12 Ifax. 85 81 73 68 
Min. 67 62 62 59 
July lli Max. 87 82 75 70 
Min. 70 67 6h 63 
July 17 Max. 87 82 76 71 
Min. 68 65 6Ji 63 
July 19 Ifex, 79 78 71 69 
Min. 66 61i 61 61 
July 21 Max. 82 78 72 68 
Min. 68 65 63 61 
July 2h Max. 86 82 7U 73 
Min. 65 63 60 59 
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Appendix G. Maxirautn and rainimum soil temperatures (degrees Fahrenheit) 
recorded during the sxiramer of 1967 at a depth of three 
inches in the soil, (continued) 
CANOPY CLASSES 
UATJii 
0-10$ 11-30$ 31-50$ 51-70$ 
July 26 Max. 86 81 75 71 
Min. 70 67 61i 6Ii 
July 28 Max. 82 78 72 70 
Min. 66 63 60 60 
July 31 Max. 87 6h 76 72 
Min. 68 65 63 62 
August 2 Max. 87 81 7k 71 
Min. 65 63 60 61 
August h Max. 86 82 75 71 
Min. 66 6ii 61 61 
August 7 Ifex. 88 81i 77 73 
Min. 69 67 67 63 
August 9 Max. 8U 80 7h 69 
Min. 65 63 60 62 
August 11 Max. 87 82 75 72 
Min. 67 65 63 62 
August lli Max. 86 76 75 
Min. 67 - 61i 66 
August 16 Ifex. 87 85 77 7it 
Min. 68 66 63 63 
August l8 Max. 87 81i 77 7k 
Min. 68 66 6k 6k 
August 21 Max. 91 8ii 78 75 
Min. 68 66 6k 6k 
August 23 Max. 87 8Ii 77 7k 
Min, 66 6h 62 62 
August 25 Max. 8h 81 7k 72 
Min. 6h 62 60 61 
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Appendix G. Maxiuiam and rainitnura soil temperatmres (degrees Fahrenheit) 
recorded during the sninraer of 1967 at a depth of three 
inqhes in the soil, (continued) 
DATE 
CANOPY GLASSES 
0-10^ 11-30^ 31-50^ 51-70^ 
August 28 83 80 73 71 
Min. 63 61 59 60 
August 30 Max. 83 79 7li 70 
Min. 65 63 62 62 
September 1 Max. 83 80 Ih 7U 
Min. 66 61i 62 63 
September h MaXir Bh 81 75 73 
Min. 65 6it 60 61 
September 6 Max. 83 79 75 72 
Min. 67 66 63 6h 
September 8 Max. 81 80 Ih 72 
Min. 63 61 59 60 
September 11 Max. 19 75 70 68 
Min. 58 57 56 56 
September 13 ̂ x. Qx 62 58 58 
Mia. 50 lt8 hi 50 
September 1^ Max. 68 68 61 59 
Min. 52 50 li9 51 
